
 
Siberian Swan pointe shoes Features at glance –  

Shank.   
MADE OF ENGINEERED PLASTIC:  Makes the shoes far more durable and  
      long lasting.  The weight of the shoe is lighter.  No need to break in the         
      shoes; they are flexible out of the box.  Additional flexibility is added for  
      rolling through demi-pointe.  If you simply walk in the shoes a little before      
      practicing, your body temperature will make the shank more flexible 
CURVED: 
      The slightly curved shanks add a beautiful aesthetic look as the sole adjoins            
      the foot line. It also provides support in conjunction with Active Arch Support. 
SOFT FABRIC covers inner-sole  

Active Arch Support 

Our patented Active Arch Support is located in the middle of the shank underneath the heel where it provides 
additional support while on pointe.  It reduces the pressure on the toes and adds stability.    

Box Tapered standard (non-plastic) box to emphasize the foot’s elegance. Flatten it to your test before using. 

               Box at the platform area is enforced with special epoxy to prolong the life of the shoes. 

Fabrics  

Siberian Swan pointe shoes come in a standard shiny satin pink or a mate pink fabric perfectly color-matched   
with the drawstrings, ribbons, and standard pink tights.   

Heel 

Siberian Swan comes in standard and elastic heel. 
“Standard” heel is the standard non-stretch fabric. 
“Elastic heel” is the unidirectional stretched fabric that goes from the middle of the foot to the heel.    

Color 

Siberian Swan standard color is pink (matte or shiny fabric). 
Our technology, however,  allows the manufacturing of color fabrics to make shoes of different color. 
Please, note that we do not dye the shoes; we manufacture the shoe fabric in the color of choice. 
Shoes made of color fabrics are special orders. Desired color should be provided by customer . 

Platform 

Siberian Swan comes in standard (Pavlova), and slightly wider (Karsavina) platforms. 
A handmade platform cover that provides protection to the platform and increases its longevity is optional. 
A layer of foam inside the platform and our unique manufacturing technology makes the shoes quiet. 

 
Siberian Sedar Extract 

  Cedar oil contains proteins, fats, healthy acids, and vitamins. Healing power for your feet. 

Package   Siberian Swan pointe shoes comes with color matched ribbons. 


